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Cellmid Ltd's Maria Halasz talks revenue growth in Proactive Q&A Sessions™

Cellmid Ltd (ASX:CDY) continues to grow revenues from its FGF5 inhibitor hair growth products in Australia and
Japan, and is expanding distribution into new territories.
Cellmid holds the largest and most comprehensive portfolio of intellectual property relating to the novel targets
midkine (MK) and FGF5 globally.
Midkine modulates many important biological interactions such as cell growth, cell migration and cellular adherence.
These functions are relevant to cancer, inflammation, autoimmunity, ischemia, nerve growth/repair and wound
healing.
To find out more, we are joined exclusively by Maria Halasz, CEO for Cellmid, in Proactive Q&A Sessions™.

PROACTIVE INVESTORS: Welcome Maria.

In a February investor call, Cellmid outlined a FY16 $2M revenue target for Japan. Can you please provide an
update on achieving this target, and where the funds will be allocated?
Maria Halasz: Thank you John. Our consumer health business is focused on fulfilling the market need for clinically
validated hair growth products that actually work. We are the first in 30 years with a topical hair growth brand, evolis®,
that has a scientific basis and clinical efficacy data.
Our products are particularly differentiated as they are also safe and effective for women, not just men. When you
consider that 30% of all women over 35 years old would have some form of hair loss you can see why our evolis®
products have reached such strong market penetration early on.
In fact we are well on track to achieve our target $2 million sales in Japan and will be able to report strong sales
growth in Australia too; this against very limited advertising spending.
In July 2015 we raised $4 million to fund our Australian and Japanese launch, and have been prudently deploying this
capital to establish distribution in Australia, set up a sales force and secure the most profitable sales channels.
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We haven’t started our full scale advertising yet, planning to deploy a call-to-action sales generating program from
mid-July, as our national sales team has now secured critical distribution levels in pharmacies.
Instead of the Australian advertising, we have dedicated funding early on for our US and Chinese expansion, as both
of these markets represent much very significant revenue potential for us.
We have accelerated the product development, testing and regulatory work for our US market entry given the more
immediate sales potential there, but have also been actively working with potential Chinese partners.

With the funding allocation for Australian product development, what current sales gaps would these
products potentially fill, and what is a general timeline from development to commercialisation?
Maria Halasz: Immediately after our full pharmacy launch in May 2015 we started working on the other key market
opportunity, which is the professional and salon channel.
We have recently launched the evolis® professional product range, which includes 13 products addressing 4 key hair
concerns; volume, hair quality, anti-aging and colour treated hair care.
In addition to our market leading FGF5 technology these products have a range of anti-oxidants to maximise hair and
scalp health, plus they are SLS, silicon and paraben free, contain certified organic extracts and are at the very cutting
edge of hair technology.
We launched these products with great success in mid-June at the Hair Expo in Melbourne, where we have received
strong interest from both professional salon owners and retail customers.
We will build distribution and sales in salons gradually to reduce capital exposure, and will continue to fund the growth
of business from revenue rather than raising capital from the market.

What is the key demographic targeted in the U.S. sales roll-out, and how could spend per customer compare
to the Japanese or Australian markets?
Maria Halasz: We have not yet released our full plans for the US expansion as there are some commercial
sensitivities around giving away too much to the competition. However, we expect to target the female hair loss/antiaging hair care market first, as competition in this segment is very limited and we are acknowledged to be the leading
product.
Spending per customer in the US overall is likely to be similar to that in Australia on the basis of our initial market
review. However, there are variations in how male/female or under 30/over 30 customers spend their money,
especially when compared with our Japanese customer base.
In Japan, older female consumers form are largest customer group, whereas in Australia we see a lot more
purchasing activity amongst younger people, and that includes men and women.

Taking a global view, what are the actual and projected growth figures, and expected tipping point timeline
into profitability?
Maria Halasz: Our Japanese and Australian businesses are quite different. Japan funds local operations from local
sales, and profitability can be crystallised a lot faster than in Australia.
On the other hand Australia carries all the global expansion costs, including those to the US, Chinese and European
markets. Furthermore, R&D and product development expenditure is also accrued to the Australian parent.
Our goal is the efficient deployment of the capital to grow our global foot print significantly. We want to be a force in
hair growth globally, and will be spending the next three to four years to achieve that.
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How that will work out in the long run for us? We have already shown the strong revenue growth that can be achieved
in a defined, well developed market such as Australia. We have achieved 50-100% annual growth in Japan and
Australia in the past and expect this trend to continue for some time.
We work with 70% plus gross margin and therefore our business has a very strong profitability potential. The potential
is also there for us to have a highly profitable global business in the medium term of 3-4 years.

Looking forward, would Cellmid consider distribution arrangements with partners to accelerate the
company's hair loss product sales into new markets and territories?
Maria Halasz: Our objective has so far been to reduce risks and deploy capital prudently to fund our business. To
achieve that, it is inevitable that we look for strong partnerships with distributors or agents. Especially in markets we
lack expertise.
However, it has been important to us to retain control of the brand in Australia. We learnt a lot about our customers
and their needs and the market dynamics that allow for our product to be successful. We have also learnt a lot about
the pitfalls which prepares as well for finding the right partners.
Can you also provide an update on the 2016 expected news flow for other patents in Cellmid’s portfolio?
Maria Halasz: Our most likely news flow will be coming from overseas markets, first the US, but there are major
research, regulatory and product development milestones that we expect to knock down in China and Europe in the
coming months as well.
On our drug development front we are in the final stages of getting Lyramid and Kinera, our midkine subsidiaries,
ready for clinical development. With the progress we have made during the recent Midkine Symposium in Budapest
we expect to see value to accrue to this programs as get closer to the clinic.

Finally, why should an investor consider adding Cellmid to their portfolio?
Maria Halasz: With a market cap of under $30 million Cellmid is generating millions in revenue and that revenue is
growing annually at 70-100% from our consumer health businesses in Australia and Japan.
Major value inflection points such US, European and Chinese sales are expected to kick in in the short to medium
term, while the high value biotech assets are getting ready for clinical development; and major value increase.

PROACTIVE INVESTORS: Thank-you Maria.

Proactive Investors Australia is the market leader in producing news, articles and research reports on ASX
emerging companies with distribution in Australia, UK, North America and Hong Kong / China.
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Disclaimer

You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or
investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their
affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities,
transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company
related products and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand
and agree that contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their
own account. In cases where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is
made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the
securities written about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are
made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or
any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon. The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information
and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made
about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent
judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the
material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these risks
might result in loss of income and capital invested.

WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific
advice from their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or
needs, before acting on the advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own
account in the investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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